


GAMEPLAY 
The main objective. in this game is not just to shoot first and 
think about it later, in fact it may be to your advantage to run, 
thus applying the "avoidance is better than pain" gameplay 
strategy. 
In order to rescue Corrine you must find the way to unlock 
the series of doors which lead to the laboratory. There are 
three types of doors to unlock before reaching the final door 
to Una Cum's lair, standard doors, mauve doors and gold 
doors, and you must find and use the appropriate key before 
locating the three snake brooches which will unlock the door 
to the laboratory. 
Throughout the game you will be presented with seemingly 
impossible situations. However by taking and breaking a 
cabbala symbol, traps are triggered off which are a 
combination of helpful and sometimes decidedly unhelpful 
things which can sometimes act to your advantage and 
sometimes not! Some symbols can be false so knowing 
which to take is essential. 
Una Cum's evil minions will do their best to prevent you from 
reaching Lady Corrine, but it is possible to destroy them, 
albeit temporarily, by using the scrolls, amulets and masks 
available. Mask magic is very powerful and should be used 
carefully. Wearingarmourwill help to protect you from Una's 
minions, and eating the food and taking the restorative fluids 
will raise your energy levels. 

COMMODORE 64/128 
CONTROLS- JOYSTICK ONLY 
STORM - JOYSTICK PORT 1 AGRAVAIN UNDEAD 

JOYSTICK PORT 2 
Left - Turn left Left - Tumleft 
Right - Turn right Right - Turn righ t 
Forward - Forward Forward - Forward 
fire button - fire l fire button - Use scroll 
l +Firebutton - fireamulet fire button - fire 

l - Usemask 

2 Joysticks needed for two player game 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
Set up your computer according to your computer manual. Insert disk into drive. 
Type LOAD "•",8, I (press the RETURN key). When READY appears type RUN 
(press the RETURN key). 

P.C. VERSION 
A game speed option is given in the game to allow the 
players to pick their own speed of play. 
The lower the number, the faster the game will go. 
CONTROLS - JOYSTICK OR KEYBOARD 
KEYBOARD OPTION 
STORM - PLAYER I AGRAVAIN UN DEAD -PLAYER 2 
I - Up W - Up 
l - Down D - Right 

- Left X - Down 
- Right A - Left 

Return - Fire TAB - fire 

Sound effects are turned on and off by using 
the V key. 
LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
Insert the disc into the drive and reset the machine. The game will load and 
run automatically. 




